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THE L-MOVE AND MARKOV THEOREMS FOR TRIVALENT
BRAIDS
CARMEN CAPRAU, GABRIEL COLOMA, AND MARGUERITE DAVIS
Abstract. The L-move for classical braids extends naturally to trivalent
braids. We follow the L-move approach to the Markov Theorem, to prove
a one-move Markov-type theorem for trivalent braids. We also reformulate
this L-Move Markov theorem and prove a more algebraic Markov-type theo-
rem for trivalent braids. Along the way, we provide a proof of the Alexander’s
theorem analogue for spatial trivalent graphs and trivalent braids.
1. Introduction
The Alexander [1] and Markov [11] Theorems are fundamental results in classical
knot theory. Alexander Theorem states that any oriented link is isotopic to the
closure of some braid (which is not unique). Markov Theorem characterizes braids
that yield isotopic links via the closure operation. Specifically, the closures of two
classical braids represent isotopic links if and only if the braids are related by a finite
sequence consisting of braid isotopy and two additional moves, usually referred to
as Markov moves: conjugation by a crossing and bottom right stabilization.
There is another type of braid move, the so-called L-move, which was introduced
by S. Lambropoulou in [8] (see also [9]). This move replaces the two moves of the
Markov equivalence and yields a ‘one-move Markov-type theorem’ for oriented links.
As an extension of classical knot theory, spatial graph theory seeks to classify,
up to isotopy, embeddings of graphs in three-space. In this paper we focus on
oriented spatial trivalent graphs whose vertices are neither sources nor sinks. Just
as oriented links can be represented by diagrams that are closures of braids, so can
oriented spatial trivalent graphs be represented by closures of trivalent braids (with
the same number of top and bottom endpoints). We borrow the L-move approach
and show that the L-move can be extended to the setting of trivalent braids. Then
we prove that this type of move and trivalent braid isotopy are sufficient to prove an
L-move Markov-type theorem for trivalent braids. With this theorem at hand, we
are able to state and prove an algebraic Markov-type theorem for trivalent braids.
We remark that the L-move was extended to other diagrammatic situations, in-
cluding virtual braids [7], virtual singular braids [2], and virtual trivalent braids [3].
The paper is organized as follows: We start with a brief discussion about spatial
trivalent graphs, trivalent braids, and trivalent braid isotopy; this is done in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3 we describe our preparation for braiding and braiding algorithm
for spatial trivalent graphs, which implicitly proves the Alexander-type theorem for
spatial trivalent graphs. We introduce in Section 4.1 the TL-equivalence among
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trivalent braids, and use it in Section 4.2 to prove our one-move Markov-type the-
orem based on the L-move for trivalent braids. Finally, we close with Section 4.3,
where we state and prove a more algebraic Markov-type theorem for trivalent braids.
2. Trivalent braids and spatial trivalent graphs
In this section, we briefly review spatial trivalent graphs and trivalent braids.
A trivalent graph is a finite graph whose vertices have valency three and a spatial
trivalent graph (or shortly STG) is a trivalent graph embedded in R3. Two
spatial trivalent graphs are called ambient isotopic if there exists an orientation-
preserving self-homeomorphism on R3 taking one graph onto the other.
When studying STGs we work with their diagrams. A diagram of a spatial
trivalent graph is a projection of a spatial trivalent graph into a plane. It is well-
known that two spatial trivalent graphs are ambient isotopic if and only if their
diagrams are related by planar isotopy and a finite sequence of the moves R1−R5
depicted in Figure 1 (see for example [6]). Note that for the R3 move, the sliding
strand may be either an understrand or overstrand. We refer to these moves as
the extended Reidemeister moves for STG diagrams. In addition, if two STG
diagrams differ by a finite sequence of the extended Reidemeister moves we refer
to them as being isotopic (or equivalent).
R1←→ R1←→ R2←→ R3←→
R4←→ R4←→
R5←→ R5←→
Figure 1. Extended Reidemeister moves for STG diagrams
A trivalent tangle can be regarded as a local region in a spatial trivalent graph
diagram. A trivalent braid is a trivalent tangle in braid form. We denote by
TBmn the set of trivalent braids with m top endpoints and n bottom endpoints, and
we refer to an element in TBmn as an (m,n) trivalent braid. See, for instance, the
(3, 2) braid in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Example of a (3, 2) braid.
The closure b of an (n, n) trivalent braid b is the STG diagram obtained by
connecting the n top endpoints of b with the corresponding bottom endpoints,
drawing n non-intersecting arcs (see Figure 3).
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Closure−−−−−→
Figure 3. Example of closure operation
If b1 ∈ TBmn and b2 ∈ TBns , then we can compose b1 with b2. The composition
b1b2 is the trivalent braid obtained by placing b1 on top of b2 and connecting the
bottom endpoints of b1 with the top endpoints of b2. Note that b1b2 ∈ TBms (see
Figure 4).
−→
b1
b2
b1b2
Figure 4. Composition of trivalent braids
The identity (n, n) braid, denoted by 1n, is the braid with n parallel strands
free of crossings or vertices. In addition, the braids σi, σ−1i and yi, λi depicted
in Figure 5 are called elementary trivalent braids; the only restriction for the
index i is that it must be less than the number of braid strands at the horizontal
level where such elementary trivalent braid is located (note that a trivalent braid in
TBmn may contain an arbitrary number of strands at some horizontal level). With
these at hand, any trivalent braid can be regarded as a composition of elementary
trivalent braids, and the corresponding representation of the braid is called a ‘word’.
σi = σ−1i =
1 i i+ 1 n 1 i i+ 1 n
yi = λi =
1 i i+ 1 n 1 i n− 1
1 i n− 1 1 i i+ 1 n
Figure 5. Elementary trivalent braids
Similar to the case of classical braids, trivalent braids are considered up to iso-
topy. Two (m,n) trivalent braids are called isotopic if they are related by a finite
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sequence of the following replacements for subwords (note that for each such move
below there is also the variant which uses σ−1i ):
• σiσ−1i = σ−1i σi = 1n
R2∼
• σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1
R3∼
• yi = σiyi, λi = λiσi
R5∼ R5∼
• σiσi+1yi = yi+1σi, σi+1σiyi+1 = yiσi
R4∼ R4∼
• λiσi+1σi = σiλi+1, λi+1σiσi+1 = σiλi
R4∼ R4∼
• Commuting relations:
σibj = bjσi, yibj−1 = bjyi, λibj = bj−1λi, where i+ 1 < j
and bi ∈ {σ±1i , yi, λi}.
In this paper, we work with oriented STG diagrams whose vertices are either zip
or unzip vertices (see Figure 6). A zip vertex is a trivalent vertex with two of its
edges oriented toward it and one edge oriented away from it. On the other hand, an
unzip vertex has one edge oriented toward it and two edges oriented away from
it. We do not allow sink or source vertices, where all edges are oriented toward
or, respectively, away from it.
zip unzip
Figure 6. Allowed orientations near a vertex
We say that a spatial trivalent graph is well-oriented if it contains only zip and
unzip vertices. We remark that any STG can be well oriented (a proof of this can
be found, for example, in [10]).
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We use the convention that trivalent braids have downward orientation. By
the handshaking lemma, every (unoriented) trivalent graph has an even number
of vertices (all of degree three). Similarly, an (n, n) trivalent braid has an even
number of vertices. It is easy to show that for a well-oriented STG and an (n, n)
trivalent braid, each has half of its vertices zipped and half unzipped.
3. Alexander-type theorem for trivalent braids
In this section we shall generalize the Alexander Theorem [1] for classical knots
and links to spatial trivalent graphs. We remark that the Alexander theorem for
oriented spatial graphs was first proved by K. Kanno and K. Taniyama [5]; we shall
give our own proof here, so that the discussion in the next section on the Markov
Theorem is simple.
We will first show how to braid an STG diagram. We present a braiding algo-
rithm analogous to the one in [8, 9] and adapt it to the setting of spatial trivalent
graphs. For the purposes of this paper, we care about how the isotopy moves on
diagrams affect the final braids. The conventions introduced in the following braid-
ing process (that is, preparation for braiding and braiding algorithm) were carefully
chosen so as to simplify the examination of the resulting braids.
3.1. Preparation for braiding. We work strictly with well-oriented spatial triva-
lent graphs, so from now on we assume all STG diagrams are well-oriented. In
addition, STG diagrams are assumed to be piecewise linear. This allows us to sub-
divide an arc into two smaller arcs, by marking it with a point. From now on, when
we refer to vertices, we strictly mean trivalent vertices, thus, distinguishing vertices
from subdivision points. Also, we consider local maxima and minima in arcs to be
subdivision points.
Before we begin braiding an arbitrary STG diagram, we need to establish certain
requirements for the diagrams. These requirements describe a sort of ‘general pic-
ture’ of how an STG diagram must look like in order to proceed with the braiding
process. A large portion of the preparation for braiding is devoted to explaining
such requirements and how to isotope an arbitrary STG diagram such that it satis-
fies these requirements. As we shall see below, the isotopy needed in order to meet
such requirements is local, and, in particular, can be reduced to small changes
involving planar isotopy and the R5 move.
Now STG diagrams lie in the plane, which is equipped with the top-to-bottom
direction. This allows us to impose particular restrictions on the diagrams. For
example, we require STG diagrams to contain strictly up-arcs and down-arcs (no
horizontal arcs). Furthermore, there should not be pairs of horizontally aligned
crossings or vertices, so as to have the vertices and crossings in the corresponding
braid lying on different horizontal levels. In addition, vertically aligned vertices,
crossings, or subdivision points are not allowed, so as to avoid triple points when
creating new pairs of braid strands with the same endpoint. Later, when we show
how the braiding process is performed, the justification for rejecting such vertical
alignment shall be made clear.
The goal of the braiding process is to preserve the down-arcs in a diagram and
replace the up-arcs with pairs of braid strands oriented downwards. An arbitrary
up-arc may cross with several other arcs. We subdivide each up-arc into smaller
pieces, such that each up-arc between two subdivision points contains at most one
crossing. We label all up-arcs with an “o” or “u” indicating whether it is the over-
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or under-strand of a crossing in the diagram. Note that for free up-arcs (up-arcs
that do not contain crossings), we have a choice whether to label them with an “o”
or “u”.
In order to simplify the braiding for vertices, we impose the condition that a
subdivision point cannot coincide with a vertex. We want all arcs incident with a
vertex to be oriented downwards. By doing this, we isolate the vertices from the
braiding of the up-arcs. We say that a vertex is in regular position if, in a small
neighborhood, it is incident only with down-arcs.
Now we will introduce conventions for bringing vertices into regular position.
Given an STG diagram, every vertex is, roughly speaking, in either one of the
four positions illustrated in Figure 7 (there cannot be horizontal arcs). We remark
that a vertex in any one of these positions must be oriented so as to satisfy the
conventions for either zip or unzip vertices. Note that a vertex incident only with
down-arcs must necessarily be either Y - or λ-type, since we do not allow sink or
source vertices. We will start by treating the cases for either Y - or λ-type vertices
incident with at least one up-arc.
Y -type λ-type W -type M -type
Figure 7. Types of trivalent vertices
In Figure 8, we consider the various possible orientations for a Y -type vertex
and show how to put it in regular position. For a Y -type vertex incident with
only one up-arc, we simply perform planar isotopy on the problematic arc (see
the first row of Figure 8). Note that the corrected diagram is a λ-type vertex.
When correcting a Y -type vertex incident with exactly two up-arcs, we perform
an R5 move introducing a crossing between the two up-arcs (see the second row of
Figure 8). Note that we have a choice for the type of crossing introduced by the
R5 move, and that the corrected diagram is a Y -type vertex.
The most interesting case is a Y -type vertex incident with three up-arcs; this
reduces to performing planar isotopy on an arc so that, near the vertex, it is oriented
downwards, and performing an R5 move that introduces a crossing between the
remaining two up-arcs (see the bottom row of Figure 8). It is important that the
planar isotopy be performed on one of the two arcs oriented away from the vertex.
Note that we have a choice concerning which arc the planar isotopy is performed
on, and the type of crossing (positive or negative) introduced by the R5 move. Note
that the resulting diagram is a λ-type vertex.
The process for bringing a λ-type vertex into regular position is similar and is
depicted in Figure 9.
Now that we have taken care of Y - and λ-type vertices, only two cases remain
to be considered, namely M - and W -type vertices (see rightmost two diagrams in
Figure 7). In fact, these can be reduced to the case of either a Y - or λ-type vertex.
For example, given an M -type vertex, we perform planar isotopy on the rightmost
arc to obtain a λ-type vertex (see left hand side of Figure 10). Now, using the
previous conventions for λ-type vertices, we proceed to bring it into regular position.
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→ →
← → ← →
or ← → or
Figure 8. Adjusting Y -type vertices into regular position
→ →
← → ← →
or ← → or
Figure 9. Adjusting λ-type vertices into regular position
Note that we have not assumed a particular orientation for the arcs incident with
the vertex, besides that the vertex is either a zip or unzip vertex. We treat W -
type vertices similarly, except that in these cases, the isotopy is performed on the
leftmost strand, so as to obtain a Y -type vertex (as shown on the right hand side
of Figure 10). Applying these conventions to all vertices in a given STG diagram,
we obtain a new diagram which is isotopic to the original one and whose vertices
are all in regular position.
−→ −→
Figure 10. Spreading arcs around a vertex
We now shift our focus to up-arcs which are not incident with a vertex. We
shall use the concept of sliding triangle introduced in [9]. The sliding triangle
associated with an up-arc is the right triangle with hypotenuse the up-arc and with
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right angle lying below the hypotenuse (see Figure 11). As we shall see when we
explain the actual braiding, the sliding triangle serves as a guideline for how to
arrange the braided outputs of an up-arc. We say a sliding triangle is of type
over or under according to the label of the up-arc it is associated with. Also, we
consider sliding triangles to be adjacent whenever the corresponding up-arcs have
a common subdivision point.
Figure 11. A sliding triangle associated with an up-arc
We introduce the triangle condition (see [9]) which states that non-adjacent
sliding triangles can overlap only if they have opposite labels. Later, once we
introduce the braiding moves for up-arcs, we will go into detail justifying why
the triangle condition is needed. In short, the triangle condition ensures that the
braiding moves do not interfere with each other, so that the order in which we
eliminate the up-arcs is irrelevant.
Lemma 1. Let G be an STG diagram with vertices in regular position, and let G′
be a subdivision of G. Then there is a refinement of G′ such that (for appropriate
choices of under/over for free up-arcs) the triangle condition is satisfied.
Proof. Consider a crossing which contains one up-arc. We want to have the sliding
triangle of such up-arc so that it overlaps only with the other strand in the crossing.
If the sliding triangle of the up-arc overlaps with any other arc or sliding triangle
outside the crossing, then we further subdivide the up-arc such that the resulting
up-arc containing the crossing becomes small enough that its sliding triangle covers
only a small neighborhood around the crossing.
For the case of a crossing containing two up-arcs, we argue as above so as to have
the sliding triangles corresponding to the crossing up-arcs isolated from the rest of
the diagram. Note that the corresponding sliding triangles have opposite labels
(since they correspond to arcs with opposite labels), so their intersection respects
the triangle condition.
Similarly, for the case of free up-arcs, we can add subdivision points, if necessary,
so that the corresponding sliding triangles are disjoint from the rest of the diagram,
as shown in Figure 12. Consequently, we have the liberty to assign any label to
the triangles. Note that we do not encounter any problems in regions containing
vertices, since the latter are in regular position. 
From the proof of Lemma 1, we see that given a diagram with a subdivision
which satisfies the triangle condition, then any refinement of the subdivision (with
appropriate labels) satisfies the triangle condition as well.
With this, we conclude the requirements an STG diagram must satisfy so that
it is ready to be braided. We summarize the previous discussion in the following
definition.
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−→
Figure 12. Adjusting sliding triangles
Definition 1. An STG diagram with regular vertices is said to be in general
position if the following conditions hold:
(1) There are no horizontal arcs;
(2) There are no crossings, subdivision points, or vertices that are either hori-
zontally or vertically aligned;
(3) All nonadjacent sliding triangles must satisfy the triangle condition, and
if they intersect, this must be along a common interior (and not a single
point).
We refer to direction sensitive moves as the local shifts on an STG diagram
in order to put it in general position. These shifts can be in the horizontal or
vertical directions. For example, whenever two subdivision points are either verti-
cally or horizontally aligned, we can correct these singularities by performing planar
isotopy locally on one of the subdivision points, so that they are no longer horizon-
tally/vertically aligned. A similar argument can be used when correcting alignment
of any combination of either subdivision points, crossings, or vertices. In addition,
whenever two non-adjacent sliding triangles intersect at a point, we can choose a
subdivision point corresponding to one of the participating sliding triangles, and
replace it by another subdivision point arbitrarily close to the original one, so that
condition (3) of general position is not violated. On the other hand, if two non-
adjacent sliding triangles with common labels intersect, we further subdivide one
of the corresponding up-arcs and change labels appropriately (We refer the reader
to the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [9] for details). Note that we allow different choices
to be made when shifting a diagram into general position.
Next we shall introduce the last two kinds of the direction sensitive moves. As
we shall see later, these particular moves are crucial for our one-move Markov type
theorem to work; it turns out that these moves, together with planar isotopy and
R1−R5, will allow us to only consider instances of isotopy moves between diagrams
in general position (see Lemma 2). The swing moves form a special case of the
direction sensitive moves. Figure 13 shows a version of the swing move in which an
arc slides across a local minimum; in general a swing move allows an arc to swing
over/under an extremum point. It is well-known that the swing moves involving
arcs with a local maximum can be obtained from those with a minimum together
with R2 moves. Note that since we regard local extrema points as subdivision
points, we cannot have an arc intersecting an extremum point in an STG diagram;
a swing move avoids the coincidence of a minimum or maximum and a crossing.
The last of the direction sensitive moves is the switch move for Y - and λ-type
vertices (see Figure 14). These moves are intimately related to our requirement that
vertices be in regular position. Recall that when bringing a Y - or λ-type vertex
into regular position, if it is incident with at least two up-arcs, we have a choice
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←→
Figure 13. A swing move
concerning the type of crossing introduced by the R5 move (see the last two rows in
Figures 8 and 9). Ultimately, all possible choices are related via the switch move,
the swing move, and isotopy moves.
←→ ←→
Figure 14. The switch moves for Y- and λ-type vertices
Lemma 2. Let G and G′ be isotopic STG diagrams in general position. Then there
is a sequence of isotopy moves relating G and G′, all of which are between diagrams
in general position.
Proof. The idea is the following: given a finite sequence of isotopy moves relating
G and G′, we can correct the middle stages in such sequence which are not in
general position, and, thus obtain an alternative sequence in which all diagrams
are in general position. It is well known that instances of isotopy in regions free of
vertices can be easily achieved while still respecting the general position conditions
inside such regions (for a proof of this, see Lemma 3.5 in [9]). Thus it remains
to be seen that the same is true for regions that contain a vertex. Note first that
the extended Reidemeister moves R1 − R4 applied to an STG diagram in general
position yield a diagram still in general position. On the other hand, the R5 move
and planar isotopy applied near a vertex v in regular position may convert that
vertex into non-regular position. Note that since G′ is in general position, any such
problematic move is countered, later in the sequence, by another move that brings
back v into regular position. Therefore, we can readjust the vertex v to regular
position according to the rules in Figures 8 and 9, and, thus, complete the sequence
with the aid of the direction sensitive moves, in particular the swing and switch
moves. Hence, we can replace the ‘troublesome’ moves between STG diagrams,
where the second diagram is not in regular position, by a sequence of isotopy moves
between STG diagrams in general position. 
Remark 1. From the discussion above, it follows easily that given two isotopic
STG diagrams in general position, they differ by a finite sequence of direction
sensitive moves (planar isotopy, swing moves, and switch moves) and the extended
Reidemeister moves, where each diagram in such sequence is in general position as
well.
From here on, we shall assume that all STG diagrams are in general position.
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3.2. The braiding algorithm. We will now illustrate our braiding algorithm.
The idea is to keep the down-arcs, and eliminate the up-arcs by replacing them
with pairs of vertically aligned braid strands. The braiding algorithm outlined here
is inspired by the one presented in [9]. These algorithms share many similarities,
namely the way in which up-arcs are braided and the conditions that determine the
general position. The main difference is that our set-up requires a careful treatment
of arcs incident with a vertex. It is essential that every vertex of a given STG
diagram is in regular position prior to shifting the diagram into general position.
By doing this, we isolate the regions containing a vertex from the braiding of the
up-arcs.
We will first show how to braid crossings. For that, consider an up-arc which is
the over-strand of a crossing, thus labeled “o”. The braiding consists of first sliding
the up-arc across the sliding triangle, making sure the horizontal arc has a negative
slope, so that it does not conflict with the general position requirement. We then cut
the vertical segment, and pull the upper cut-point upward and the lower downward
(see Figure 15). Note that the new vertical strands are both oriented downwards,
and are vertically aligned. In addition, both vertical strands cross over all other
arcs in the diagram. This is indicated abstractly in diagrams by adding the label
“o” to both vertical strands (the braid box in Figure 15 indicates a magnified region
in the diagram).
If the up-arc is the under-strand in the crossing, appropriately labeled “u”, then
the braiding of it is identical, except that the new pair of vertical braid strands both
cross under all other arcs in the diagram. By the same reasoning, both vertical
braid strands are labeled “u”.
−→
o
−→ −→
o
o
Figure 15. Braiding a crossing
The braiding of a free up-arc is done similarly, making sure the new pair of
vertical braid strands cross either under or over all other arcs in the diagram,
in accordance with the label of the original up-arc (see Figure 16). In essence, by
braiding a free up-arc, we simply replace the arc with a pair of vertical braid strands
oriented downwards and vertically aligned with the endpoint of the free up-arc. We
shall refer to the braiding of an up-arc as a basic braiding move.
It is important to remark that by connecting the two newly created pair of
vertical braid strands (outside of the diagram, around the braid axis), we obtain a
trivalent tangle isotopic to the original one. This holds when braiding either a free
up-arc or a crossing.
Remark 2. We can finally make clear the following:
(i) It is now clear the reason for rejecting vertical alignment of any combination
of vertices, subdivision points or crossings. The problematic alignments are
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←−
o
o
−→
u
u
Figure 16. Braiding a free up-arc
usually caused by subdivision points which determine the top of an up-arc,
because the braiding produces pairs of vertical braid strands aligned with
such points. For example, when braiding a diagram that displays vertical
alignment between subdivision points, the resulting pairs of vertical braid
strands correspond to the same endpoints. In addition, when braiding a
diagram that displays vertical alignment between a subdivision point and a
crossing or a vertex, we obtain a multiple point (which in a flat projection
is a vertex of degree six or five) between the crossing or vertex and one of
the new vertical strands.
(ii) We can now give a proper justification as to why we introduced the triangle
condition. Let G be an STG diagram equipped with subdivision points and
labels, and suppose that G contains two overlapping sliding triangles with
the same label. The middle diagram of Figure 17 depicts the magnified
region with such overlapping triangles. Now the order in which we braid
the up-arcs of G will affect the final braid. The diagram in the left hand
side of Figure 17 is obtained by first braiding the up-arc with left-to-right
orientation; conversely, the diagram on the right hand side of the same
figure is obtained by first braiding the up-arc with right-to-left orientation.
Note that the two braid diagrams differ by the type of crossing introduced.
We avoid this kind of behavior by introducing the triangle condition, which
ensures that the braiding moves do not interfere with each other. That is,
the order in which we braid the up-arcs does not affect the final braid. This
will be important for the proof of the Markov-type theorem.
←− −→
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
braidingbraiding
Figure 17. Forbidden sliding triangles
After braiding every up-arc in a given STG diagram in general position, we
obtain a trivalent braid diagram. Recall that well-oriented STG diagrams contain
an even number of vertices, half of which are zip and the other half are unzip
vertices. This in fact means that by braiding an STG diagram, we indeed obtain
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an (n, n) trivalent braid, where n is a positive integer. Hence the closure operation
is well defined. Ultimately, by braiding an STG diagram, we obtain a trivalent
braid whose closure is isotopic to the original STG diagram. We state formally the
previous discussion in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Alexander-type Theorem for STGs). Every well-oriented spatial triva-
lent graph can be represented as the closure of a trivalent braid.
Remark 3. In our braiding algorithm, we require that each up-arc is subdivided
such that it contains at most one crossing. In fact, we can relax this condition a bit
by allowing for up-arcs to cross over any number of strands. The only requirement
is that an up-arc contains crossings of only one type. That is, an up-arc must cross
either over or under— but not both— any other strand.
Example 1. We provide in Figure 18 an example of the braiding algorithm. We
start with a well-oriented spatial trivalent graph diagram representing a spatial
version of the Petersen graph. The first step is to put the vertices in regular
position according to the conventions in Figures 8, 9, and 10. Then we convert the
resulting diagram into a diagram in general position (recall Definition 1). Finally,
we braid the free up-arcs and all crossings containing up-arcs to arrive at a trivalent
braid whose closure is isotopic to the original STG diagram.
4. Markov-type theorems for trivalent braids
Analogous to classical knot theory and in particular to the work by Markov [11],
we want to classify trivalent braids that, upon the closure operation, yield STG
diagrams representing isotopic spatial trivalent graphs.
4.1. Trivalent L-equivalence. The goal of this section is to define an equivalence
relation on the set of trivalent braids, which we refer to as trivalent L-equivalence
(or TL-equivalence). This equivalence relation can be seen as an extension of the
L-equivalence between classical braids. The L-equivalence is described solely by
braid isotopy and the L-moves introduced by Lambropoulou in her Ph.D. thesis [8],
and used to prove the ‘one-move Markov theorem’ for oriented links (see also [9,
Theorem 2.3]). The L-moves for classical braids extend naturally to trivalent braids,
as we shall explain in this section.
Definition 2. A basic L-move on a trivalent braid consists of cutting an arc of
the braid at a point (such point cannot be a vertex), and pulling the upper cut-
point downward and the lower cut-point upward, therefore, creating a new pair of
vertical braid strands, as explained in Figure 19. The new pair of braid strands are
vertically aligned with the cut-point, and they either cross over or under— but not
both— any other arc of the braid. Consequently, there are two types of the basic
L-moves, namely an under L-move (Lu-move) and an over L-move (Lo-move).
Using braid isotopy, an L-move may be formulated with a crossing (positive or
negative) which can be either to the right or to the left of the cut-point; we refer
to these as a right L-move or a left L-move, respectively. More precisely, we
refer to this version of the L-move as either right/left +L-move or right/left
−L-move, in accordance with the type of crossing being created (see Figure 20).
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−→ −→
STG diagram Vertices in regular position
−→
Diagram in general position Corresponding braid
Figure 18. An example of the braiding algorithm
←→ ←→
o
o
u
u
Lu-move
Basic
Lo-move
Basic
Figure 19. Basic Lu- and Lo-moves
Remark 4. Some comments about the L-moves on trivalent braids are needed.
(i) The effect of the L-move is to stretch an arc around the braid axis, where
the arc is being stretched either over or under the braid diagram. Therefore,
such a move between trivalent braids yields isotopic closures.
(ii) Although we defined the L-moves in one direction, we allow for an L-move
to be undone in a braid. That is, we allow for the contraction of a pair of
vertical strands that correspond to an L-move, so as to obtain a down-arc.
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←→ ←→
o
o
o
o
Left
+Lo-move
Right
−Lo-move
←→ ←→
u
u
u
u
Left
+Lu-move
Right
−Lu-move
Figure 20. Left and right L-moves
Definition 3. The TL-equivalence is the equivalence relation on the set of triva-
lent braids determined by (1) braid isotopy and (2) right L-moves.
Note that we did not include neither the basic L-moves nor the left L-moves in
the definition of TL-equivalence. In the next lemma, we show that these L-moves
follow from the right L-moves and braid isotopy (see also [9]). This will give us the
freedom to use all versions of the L-moves when comparing TL-equivalent braids.
Lemma 3. The basic L-moves and left L-moves follow from the right L-moves
together with braid isotopy.
Proof. Figure 21 shows how a basic Lo-move follows from the right Lo-moves to-
gether with Reidemeister moves R2 in braid form. Then Figure 22 shows that the
left Lo-moves follow from basic Lo-moves. Therefore, left Lo-moves follow from
right Lo-moves. A similar argument can be used to show that the basic and left
Lu-moves follow from the right Lu-moves and braid isotopy. 
We remark that the L-equivalence for classical braids introduced in [8, 9] com-
prises classical braid isotopy and the right L-move for classical braids. Thus, the
TL-equivalence, when restricted to classical braids, is the same as the L-equivalence.
In other words, the L-equivalence for classical braids extends to trivalent braids (as
long as the L-moves are applied away from trivalent vertices, as we explained in
the previous discussion).
Finally, we define conjugation by elementary trivalent braids σi and σ−1i in TBnn .
Given a trivalent braid b ∈ TBnn , we say that the braids bσ±1i ∼ σ±1i b, where
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, are related by elementary conjugation (see Figure 39). Since σi
is invertible in TBnn with inverse σ−1i , the elementary conjugation in TBnn has the
following equivalent form: b ∼ σibσ−1i or b ∼ σ−1i bσi.
The statement of Markov’s theorem [11] for classical braids makes use of con-
jugation by σ±1i . But when employing the L-moves, the elementary conjugation
can be dropped from the L-move Markov-type theorem, since elementary conjuga-
tion for classical braids follows from L-equivalence (see [8, 9]). The same holds for
trivalent braids, as we now prove.
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←→ ←→
o
o
o
o
br. R2
Right
+Lo-move
Basic Lo-move
←→ ←→
o
o
o
o
br. R2
Right
−Lo-move
Basic Lo-move
Figure 21. Basic Lo-moves via right ±Lo-moves
←→ ←→
o
o
o
o
braid
isotopy Lo-move
Left +Lo-move
←→ ←→
o
o
o
o
braid
isotopy Lo-move
Left −Lo-move
Figure 22. Left ±L-moves via basic L-moves
Lemma 4. Elementary conjugation in a trivalent braid can be realized by a sequence
of L-moves together with braid isotopy.
Proof. The proof is illustrated in Figure 23 (compare with [4]). We start with an
(n, n) trivalent braid of the form σ−1i b, where b ∈ TBnn and 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and
obtain the trivalent braid bσ−1i through a sequence of L-moves and trivalent braid
isotopy. 
We aim to show that there is a 1-1 correspondence between the isotopy types of
STG diagrams and the TL-equivalence classes of trivalent braids. Now, it can be
easily seen that different choices when applying the braiding algorithm affect the
output of the final braid. In addition, local isotopy changes in an STG diagram
may induce a different final braid, upon our braiding algorithm. However, the
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←→ ∼ ←→o o
Lo-move
braid
isotopy
Left
−Lo-move
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
Figure 23. Elementary conjugation in terms of L-moves
following theorem asserts that every instance of isotopy between STG diagrams
can be translated in terms of TL-equivalence of trivalent braids.
Theorem 2 (L-move Markov-type theorem for STGs). Two well-oriented
spatial trivalent graphs are isotopic if and only if any two of their corresponding
trivalent braids are TL-equivalent.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 2. It is clear from the definition of L-moves and braid
isotopy that TL-equivalent braids have isotopic closures. Therefore, we only need
to show that isotopic STG diagrams yield TL-equivalent braids upon our braiding
algorithm. Throughout this proof, diagrams shall be assumed to be in general po-
sition. Also, isotopy moves will be considered strictly between diagrams in general
position. In order to extend the proof for arbitrary STG diagrams (not necessarily
in general position) it is essential to show that different choices when bringing a di-
agram into general position do not affect the final braid. Therefore, using Lemma 2
will complete the proof that any two isotopic STG diagrams yield TL-equivalent
braids, upon our braiding algorithm.
The proof will be divided into two parts: The first part consists of analyzing the
different choices made during the braiding process, and showing that each of these
yield the same final braid, up to TL-equivalence; these choices amount to how the
subdivision points are assigned, and the labels for free up-arcs. The second part
will address isotopy between STG diagrams, and thus show it does not affect the
final braid; for this, we analyze the direction sensitive moves and the extended
Reidemeister moves for STG diagram.
Our main approach for the proof is the following. For a given STG diagram
we shall consider only the local region in which an isotopy move takes place. We
assume that all other up-arcs outside such local region have been braided already.
By the triangle condition, this choice does not affect the final braid, and, thus,
we have the liberty to compare the braided portions corresponding to such local
regions and conclude that the final braids are TL-equivalent.
For the first part of the proof, we shall assume that the diagram under consid-
eration is equipped with a choice of subdivision points. To this end, in order to
compare the effect of different choices of subdivision points for a given diagram, we
need the following lemmas (see Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 in [9] for detailed proofs).
Lemma 5. If we add an extra subdivision point to an up-arc of an STG diagram,
the corresponding braids differ by basic L-moves.
Lemma 6. When we braid a free up-arc, which we have the choice of labeling “u”
or “o”, the resulting braid is independent of this choice, up to TL-equivalence.
Remark 5. The following are consequences of the previous two lemmas.
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(1) If we have a chain of overlapping sliding triangles of free up-arcs so that we
have a free choice of labeling for the whole chain then, up to TL-equivalence,
this choice does not affect the final braid.
(2) If by adding a subdivision point on an up-arc we have a choice for relabeling
the resulting new up-arcs so that the triangle condition is still satisfied, then
the resulting braids are TL-equivalent.
Corollary 1. Given any two subdivisions, S1 and S2, of an STG diagram which
will satisfy the triangle condition with appropriate labelings, the resulting braids are
TL-equivalent.
Proof. Recall that whenever a subdivision satisfies the triangle condition, any re-
finement satisfies it as well. Using Lemmas 5 and 6, the statement follows by
considering the subdivision S1 ∪ S2. 
For the second part of the proof, we shall first examine the choices made when
bringing an STG diagram into general position. These amount to different appli-
cations of the direction sensitive moves.
Lemma 7. Spatial trivalent graph diagrams in general position that differ by di-
rection sensitive moves correspond to trivalent braids that differ by L-moves.
Proof. When putting an STG diagram in general position, the first thing we do is
shift its vertices into regular position using the conventions introduced in Figures 8
and 9. In the next few paragraphs we check that different choices when applying
these conventions do not affect, up to TL-equivalence, the final braid. The only
cases where we have different choices are for vertices incident with at least two
up-arcs.
Consider either a Y - or λ-type vertex incident with only one up-arc (as shown
in the first row of Figure 8 and Figure 9). In any case, there is only one option for
shifting such vertex into regular position.
For the case of a Y -type vertex incident with exactly two up-arcs, we apply an
R5 move between the up-arcs (this is shown in the second row of Figure 8). We
have a choice for the type of crossing (positive or negative) to add when the move
is applied. Note that the diagrams obtained from either choice differ by a switch
move (recall Figure 14). Therefore, we need to verify that the switch move of this
type does not affect the final braid, up to TL-equivalence. In Figure 24 we consider
the braided portions obtained from a switch move performed on the right hand
side of a vertex. It is clear that the braids (1) and (2) in Figure 24 differ by planar
isotopy. The case where the two up-arcs are on the left hand side of a Y -type vertex
is treated similarly (this can be seen by reflecting the diagrams in Figure 24 across
a vertical axis).
For the case of a λ-type vertex incident with two up-arcs we perform an R5 move
between the up-arcs (as displayed in the second row of Figure 9). Similar to the case
of a Y -type vertex, we have a choice for the type of crossing introduced by the R5
move. Once again, the braids resulting from either choice differ by a switch move.
In Figure 25 we show that this version of the switch move applied on the right
hand side of a λ-type vertex does not affect the final braid up to TL-equivalence;
specifically, the braids (1) and (2) in Figure 25 differ by planar isotopy. The case
where the two up-arcs lie on the left hand side of a λ-type vertex follows similarly,
and thus we omit it to avoid repetition.
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−→ ∼ ←→ ←→
o
u
u
o
o
o
o
u
u
o
o
o
o
u
u
o
o
u
u
u
u
o
o
(1)
braiding braid
isotopy
Lo-move Lu-move
−→ ∼ ←→
o
o
o
u
u
o
o
o
o
u
u
o
o
braiding braid
isotopy
Lo-move
←→ ←→ ←→
u
u
o
o
u
u
o
o
u
u
u
u
o
o
u
u
u
u
o
o
(2)
br. R5
Left
+Lu-move
br. R4
br. R5
Figure 24. Checking a switch move on a Y -type vertex with two
up-arcs
Now consider a Y -type vertex v incident with three up-arcs. In order to shift v
into regular position we first perform planar isotopy on one arc and an R5 move
between the remaining two up-arcs. This means we have four choices for shifting v
into regular position (see the last row of Figure 8). We want to compare the braided
portions obtained from each choice of shifting v into regular position and show that
they are TL-equivalent. In order to do this, we shall first compare choices that
result in diagrams which differ by a switch move on the right hand side of v (see
Figure 26). We leave it as an exercise for the reader to show the braids in Figure
26 are TL-equivalent. (One can use a similar approach to that used in Figure 25.)
The case for diagrams that differ by a switch move on the left hand side of v is
treated similarly. Finally, we wish to compare a choice where the crossing is on
the right hand side of v to one where the crossing is on the left hand side of v.
Figure 27 illustrates a way to relate such diagrams via R1, R4 and swing moves
(this shall be enough once we check the swing moves and braid isotopy below).
For the last instance of shifting a vertex into regular position, we need to consider
a λ-type vertex incident with three up-arcs. Once again, we allow for four different
choices to put such vertex into regular position (see the third row of Figure 9). A
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−→ ←→ ←→
o
o
o
u
u
o
o
o
o
u
u
o
o
braiding br. R2
right
+Lo-move
←→ ←→ ←→
o
o
u
u
o
o
u
u
o
o
u
u
u
u
o
o
u
u
u
u
planar
isotopy
br. R5
left
−Lu-move
br. R4
br. R5
←→ ←→
o
o
u
u
u
u
o
o
u
u
u
u
conjugation R2
(1)
−→ ∼ ←→
o
o
o
o
o
u
u
o
o
o
o
u
u
braiding
braid
isotopy
basic
Lo-move
←→ ←→
o
o
u
u
o
o
u
u
u
u
o
o
u
u
u
u
(2)
basic
Lu-move br. R2
Figure 25. Checking a switch move on a λ-type vertex with two
up-arcs
similar argument as the one in the paragraph above shows that these choices yield
TL-equivalent braids.
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←→o
o
o
o
↓ ↓braiding braiding
o
o
o
o
u
u
o
o
o
o
u
u
o
o
o
o
Figure 26.
←→ ←→ ←→
R4 R1
swing
move
swing
move
Figure 27.
−→ ∼ ←→o
o
o
o
o
braiding
braid
isotopy Lo-move
Figure 28. Planar isotopy on a down-arc
Now we check the elimination of horizontal arcs. This amounts to planar isotopy
between diagrams in general position. For the case of an up-arc, planar isotopy can
be treated by subdividing an up-arc (we refer the reader to [9] for details). The
most interesting case of planar isotopy of a down-arc is verified in Figure 28. The
remaining cases can be derived easily from the previous one.
Correcting horizontal alignment of either crossings, subdivision points or vertices
amounts to small vertical shifts, which yield— up to braid isotopy— the same
trivalent braid. In Figure 29 we illustrate the correcting shifts for vertically aligned
subdivision points. Note that the final braids are the same, up to planar isotopy.
The remaining instances of vertical alignment can be treated similarly.
Finally, in Figures 30 and 31 we show that the swing moves also yield TL-
equivalent trivalent braids. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We will now show that ambient isotopy does not affect the braiding process.
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−→ ←→
o
u
u o u
u o u
ou
u o
Lu-movebraiding
−→ ←→
o
u
u o u
u o u
o u
uo
Lu-movebraiding
Figure 29. Planar shifts of vertically aligned subdivision points
−→ ∼ ←−
o
o
o
o
braiding braiding
braid
isotopy
Figure 30. The first case of the swing moves
Lemma 8. The extended Reidemeister moves yield TL-equivalent braids.
Proof. In Figure 32, we verify one version of the R1 move; the braids corresponding
to the two diagrams involved in the move are equivalent up to braid isotopy and
L-moves.
The proof of a version of the R2 move with one up-arc is given in Figure 33.
After braiding the up-arcs in the two diagrams involved in the move, we obtain two
braids that differ by an Lu-move and braid isotopy. The more interesting case is
an R2 move with two up-arcs is shown in Figure 34. Again, the trivalent braids
associated with the two sides of the move are TL-equivalent.
For the R3 move, we rely on the R2 moves which have been already verified. In
Figure 35 we consider a version of the move with one up-arc. The other oriented
versions of the R3 move can be verified similarly, by applying braid isotopy (namely
the R2 move) and then a version of the R3 move that was already verified.
In addition to the traditional Reidemeister moves, there are two extended Rei-
demeister moves, namely R4 and R5.
The two basic versions of the R4 move on a regular Y -type vertex with an arc
sliding under the vertex are shown in Figures 36 and 37. Figure 36 shows the
basic braid isotopy case where all strands in the diagram are oriented downward.
Figure 37 shows the move where the sliding strand is an up-arc. We reduce this
move to the version of the R4 move in braid form, by employing first an R2 move
(in a similar way as we did for the considered version of the R3 move). The move
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−→ ∼ ←→
u
u
o
o
u
u
o
o
u
u
basic
Lo-movebraiding
braid
isotopy
−→ ∼
u
o
u
u
o
o
u
u
u
u
o
o
u
u
braiding
braid
isotopy
←→ ∼ ←→
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
basic
Lo-move
braid
isotopy
right
−Lu-move
Figure 31. The second case of the swing moves
−→ ∼ ←→ ←−
u
u
o
o
u
u
o
o
u
u
u
braiding isotopy −Lo-move
right
braiding
Figure 32. An R1 move
−→ ∼ ←→ ∼ ←−
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
braiding br. R3
Right
−Lu-move br. R2 braiding
Figure 33. An R2 move with one up-arc
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−→ ∼ ←→
o
o
u
u
o
o
u
u
o
o
u
u
o
o
u
u
o
o
o
o
u
u
braiding br. R3
Left
+Lu-move
−→ ∼ ←→
o u
o
o
u
u
o
o
u
u
o
o
o
o
u
u
braiding br. R2
basic
Lo-move
Figure 34. An R2 move with two up-arcs
←→ ∼ ←→
R2
braid
R3 R2
Figure 35. An R3 move with one up-arc
←→
Figure 36. An R4 move in braid form and on a Y -type vertex
with an arc sliding over a Y -type vertex is treated similarly. No other orientations
on Y -type vertices need to be considered, since we are assuming our diagram is in
general position. The same method can be applied to the various versions of an R4
move on a λ-type vertex.
Since we are assuming all vertices in our diagram are in regular position, we see
that the only case needed to be verified for the R5 move on a Y -type vertex is that
shown in Figure 38. However, this move is in braid form and, therefore, it is part of
trivalent braid isotopy. This argument applies to the R5 move on a λ-type vertex
as well.
We have shown that our braiding algorithm applied to the two sides of any of the
extended Reidemeister moves yield trivalent braids that are TL-equivalent. This
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←→ ∼ ←→
R2
braid
R4 R2
Figure 37. An R4 move with an up-arc and on a Y -type vertex
←→ ←→
Figure 38. The R5 move in braid form and on a Y -type vertex
concludes the proof of the L-move Markov-type theorem for trivalent braids and
spatial trivalent graphs (Theorem 2). 
4.3. Algebraic Markov Theorem. In this section, we state and prove an al-
gebraic Markov-type theorem for trivalent braids and their closures. We use the
elementary trivalent braids introduced in Section 2 to define a set of algebraic moves
that define an equivalence relation on trivalent braids. This algebraic equivalence
relation can replace the geometric TL-equivalence used in Theorem 2.
We use b to represent an arbitrary trivalent braid in TBnn . We can also embed
b into TBn+1n+1 by adding an extra strand to the right of b; we use the same symbol,
b, to denote the resulting braid with an extra strand. Using this operation, we can
think of TBnn being embedded into TBn+1n+1 , so we define TB := ∪∞n=1TBnn .
Theorem 3 (Algebraic Markov-type theorem for STGs). Two well-oriented
spatial trivalent graphs are isotopic if and only if any two corresponding trivalent
braids differ by a finite sequence of braid relations in TB and the following moves:
(i) Elementary conjugation (conjugation by σi and σ−1i ; see Figure 39):
σib ∼ bσi and σ−1i b ∼ bσ−1i , where b, σ±1i ∈ TBnn , 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
(ii) Right stabilization (see Figure 40):
bc ∼ bσ±1n c, where b, c ∈ TBnn and bσ±1n c ∈ TBn+1n+1
∼b b
i i+ 1 i i+ 1
Figure 39. Conjugation by σi
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∼
b b
c c
Figure 40. Right stabilization by σn
Proof. We note first that braid isotopy is part of both TL-equivalence and the
algebraic equivalence of Theorem 3.
It is easy to see that the closures of two trivalent braids that are related by
trivalent braid isotopy and a finite sequence of right stabilization and elementary
conjugation are isotopic STG diagrams.
For the converse, let b1 and b2 be trivalent braids that yield isotopic STG di-
agrams upon the closure operation. By Theorem 2, we know that b1 and b2 are
TL-equivalent. Therefore, it suffices to show that the right L-moves for trivalent
braids follow from the algebraic moves of Theorem 3. In Figure 41, we show that
the right Lu-move can be obtained from right stabilization, elementary conjugation,
and trivalent braid isotopy.
∼ ←→ ∼
braid
isotopy conj. R3
←→ ∼
stab. R2
Figure 41. Right Lu-move follows from the algebraic moves
The proof for the right Lo-move follows similarly. This completes the proof of
Theorem 3. 
Final comments. We provided two Markov-type theorems for trivalent braids
and spatial trivalent graphs. As in the case of classical braids, our algebraic Markov-
type theorem requires two moves, besides braid isotopy: conjugation by the elemen-
tary braids σi or σ−1i and right stabilization. In our case, right stabilization is not
done in the bottom of a braid but between two trivalent braids. For classical braids,
due to conjugation, bottom right stabilization is equivalent to right stabilization
between braids. This is not the case for our approach for trivalent braids, since we
do not have conjugation by the elementary trivalent braids yi and λi.
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We defined the TL-equivalence for trivalent braids as an extension of the L-
equivalence for classical braids. TL-equivalence encompasses trivalent braid isotopy
and right L-moves. We used the TL-equivalence to prove a one-move Markov-type
theorem for trivalent braids. Then, we used this L-move Markov-type theorem to
prove a more algebraic Markov-type theorem for trivalent braids.
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